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VAUXHALL INSIGNIA COUNTRY TOURER PRESS KIT
MARKET AND MODEL
• Sporty top-of-the-range Insignia with rugged looks and premium qualities
• All-wheel drive with torque vectoring and more ground clearance
• Priced from £25,635 on-the-road; in Vauxhall showrooms from November
The latest addition to the all-new Insignia range, Vauxhall’s all-wheel drive Insignia Country
Tourer, is on sale now priced from £25,635 on-the-road.
The Country Tourer is more spacious and considerably lighter than its predecessor, thanks to an
all-new architecture, and comes with a wide range of innovative technologies. With all-round
black protective cladding and silver front and rear skid plates, the newcomer has a tough and
rugged off-road appearance.
Sitting at the top of Vauxhall’s passenger car range, the Insignia Country Tourer will compete
with rivals including the Volkswagen Passat Alltrack and the Audi Allroad.
“The Country Tourer takes the Insignia story a step further. With its all-wheel-drive capability,
raised ground clearance and rugged appearance, it adds another important dimension to the
new Insignia range,” said Stuart Harris, Vauxhall’s Head of Carline Brand.
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DESIGN
• Vauxhall’s flagship with elegant yet rugged design
• Extremely practical with off-road capability and large loading space
• Stylish, upmarket interior with high quality materials
From the very start of the development process, the designers – led by Brit Mark Adams – and
engineers worked on a third distinct Insignia variant, meaning the Country Tourer perfectly
complements the Grand Sport and Sports Tourer models.
The prominent landscape grille and slim headlamps give the new Insignia Country Tourer a
wide, clean look, while the skid plate helps to give the car a solid stance. Moulded black
protective cladding in the lower fascia, wheel arches and along the lower body side emphasises
its rugged appearance. The adventurous design cues continue at the rear too, with the silvercoloured skid plate and dual exhaust bezels reinforcing the lower, wider impression.
“We wanted our new Insignia Country Tourer to be robust in every respect, while
simultaneously displaying the typical elegant Vauxhall philosophy of technical precision meets
sculptural artistry,” said Mark Adams, Vice President Design. “It has the presence of a true
flagship, combining a sophisticated athletic shape enhanced by rugged off road detailing.”
The new Insignia Country Tourer, is above all, extremely practical. To make loading as easy as
possible, the tailgate can be opened without touching the car. In combination with Keyless
Open & Start, a simple kicking motion under the rear bumper is enough to open the tailgate (a
vehicle silhouette projected onto the ground shows the correct area), with another kicking
motion required to close it. To increase loading space to 1,665 litres, 135 litres more than the
outgoing version, the new Insignia Country Tourer comes with optional 40/20/40 foldable rear
seats, enabling even more flexible loading space configurations. The standard roof rails not only
emphasise the adventurous look, but allow the Insignia Country Tourer to carry roof loads of up
to 100kg.
The wheelbase has been increased by 92mm, enabling a more spacious cabin. The new Insignia
Country Tourer comes with AGR-certified premium ergonomic front seats and the heated
outer rear seats, heated windscreen and the heated steering wheel like its Grand Sport and
Sports Tourer siblings.
ENDS
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CHASSIS AND POWERTRAINS
• Ground-breaking all-wheel-drive with torque vectoring
• Powertrain portfolio with 2.0-litre Bi-Turbo D (210PS)
• New eight-speed automatic adds a high-end transmission
The new Vauxhall Insignia Country Tourer comes with ground-breaking all-wheel-drive
technology and a new eight-speed automatic transmission. In addition, the newcomer will also
be available with a broad powertrain portfolio, including a brand new top-of-the-range diesel
engine.
New intelligent all-wheel-drive
Additional ground clearance of 20mm, plus the innovative all-wheel-drive with torque
vectoring and new five-link rear suspension cater for those who want to leave the city and
explore the countryside. Instead of a traditional rear differential, the Vauxhall Insignia Country
Tourer boasts two electrically controlled multi-plate clutches that enable a more individual and
precise transmission of power to each wheel.
The vehicle receives steering impulses via the active, controlled torque distribution to the
individual wheel. For example, when cornering, additional torque is transmitted to the outside
rear wheel, enabling the Insignia to corner more precisely. The system reacts within a splitsecond when the accelerator is pressed, keeping the car more stable and easier to control in
every situation.
The further improved FlexRide chassis provides the basis for optimal, situation-based driving
behaviour. It adapts the dampers, steering, throttle response and shift points (on automatic
transmissions) independently or based on the modes ‘Standard’, ‘Sport’ or ‘Tour’, which can be
selected by the driver. Depending on the selected mode, steering and throttle response are
more direct and the ESP anti-skid system intervenes at a different stage to suit. The new central
‘Drive Mode Control’ software is the heart and soul of the adaptive chassis. It continuously
analyses the information provided by the sensors and settings, automatically recognising the
individual driving style.
The Insignia County Tourer, with the all-new eight-speed automatic transmission, is available
with a state-of-the-art torque vectoring all-wheel-drive system that aims to deliver exceptional
levels of grip and handling.
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All-wheel-drive with torque vectoring is the best way to put high power onto the road, be it
wet, dry, icy or covered in snow. But the additional weight and complexity of conventional
torque vectoring systems prevent them from meeting Vauxhall’s high standards for
performance and efficiency.
As a result, the new Insignia Country Tourer uses an all-wheel-drive system with a rear-drive
module that employs a twin clutch system without differential. Its all-wheel-drive system can
apply torque to one or both the rear wheels independently, enabling torque vectoring
capability across the car’s full performance range. When cornering, higher torque is sent to the
outside rear wheel, inducing rotation around the vertical axis (yaw) – meaning the Insignia
turns in with more precision, responding spontaneously to inputs from the driver.
Torque vectoring also makes the car safer by controlling the distribution of torque according to
changes in throttle position, steering angle and road surface, reducing the amount of yaw. This
intelligent use of torque distribution, also known as “yaw damping”, results in neutral vehicle
behaviour, making the car more stable and steerable for the driver.
New Insignia drivers can choose the amount of yaw damping to suit their driving style by
selecting the appropriate driving mode: from high yaw damping in “Tour” to low in “Sport”.
Powertrains
The Insignia Country Tourer is currently available with Vauxhall’s popular 2.0-litre Turbo D
(170PS) (NEDC fuel consumption: urban 39.8mpg, extra-urban 61.4mpg, combined 51.4mpg;
145g/km CO2). Completing the powertrain line-up, a 2.0-litre Bi-Turbo D with 210PS will arrive
in December.
Transmissions
The new eight-speed automatic adds a high-end transmission to the Vauxhall portfolio.
Compared with a six-speed automatic, the new eight-speed gearbox is even more responsive.
Additional contributors to its outstanding performance include smart design packaging, which
reduces its mass and dimensions compared with six-speed units.
ENDS
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DRIVER ASSISTANCE SYSTEMS & INTELLILUX
• High level of safety equipment with Lane Keep Assist and Automatic Emergency Braking
• Next-gen IntelliLux LED Matrix lighting delivers optimal performance without dazzling
• 32 LED lenses enhance long-range visibility with spotlight and curve illumination
The new Country Tourer is available with a sophisticated IntelliLux LED headlight system
featuring new functions that further improve night-time visibility.
Having developed its award-winning matrix lighting technology in recent years, Vauxhall has
introduced a 32-light system within the Insignia’s ultra-slim headlamps. The increased number
of LED segments in the headlamps results in smoother transitions between lighting patterns to
suit every driving condition. Automatically and constantly adapting the range and distribution
of light from the headlamps, the new system delivers a brighter light in a precise manner, at all
times managing to avoid dazzling other road users.
New functions, including curve and spotlight illumination, improve long-range visibility when
driving at night. When taking a curve with the full beam engaged, the light intensity
automatically rises based on the steering angle to increase the illumination and help the driver
to see the road situation ahead. Each headlight also features a high-beam spotlight for
additional illumination up to 400m ahead, further improving the Insignia’s long-range visibility.
First shown on the Vauxhall Monza concept in 2013, demonstrating the company’s vision of
how its cars would look in the future, Vauxhall introduced its IntelliLux LED matrix headlights in
the award-winning Astra. Initially featuring a 16-light system, Vauxhall has been able to develop
the technology significantly with the second generation, incorporating twice as many LED
segments while maintaining an ultra-slim appearance.
Driver assistance technologies
In addition to the latest generation of IntelliLux lighting, the new Country Tourer is available
with a raft of driver assistance systems and technologies.
They include the latest Head-up-Display technology. The system projects information on speed,
traffic signs, set speed of speed limiter or navigation direction onto the windscreen and into the
driver’s direct line of sight, helping you keep your eyes on the road.
The new Insignia Country tourer is also equipped with Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), which
measures the distance to the vehicle in front and adapts the speed accordingly. ACC will also
initiate automatic emergency braking if the distance decreases suddenly. Additionally, Lane
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Keep Assist with Lane Departure Warning (LDW) provides gentle steering wheel movements
(and LDW alerts if necessary) to help drivers avoid accidents due to unintentionally drifting out
of their lane.
The Rear Cross Traffic Alert system uses radar sensors in the rear bumper to detect objects
coming from up to 20m at 90 degrees from the left or right side behind the vehicle, making
reversing out of driveways or parking spaces safer and easier. Forward Collision Alert assists
drivers in avoiding or mitigating the impact of front-end collisions with situation-dependent
emergency braking settings. If the Insignia nears the vehicle ahead too quickly, the system
warns the driver with a loud audible alarm, a visual warning in the instrument cluster and an
LED projection on the windscreen.
Parking is easier too thanks to Advanced Park Assist. Ultrasound sensors on the Insignia’s front
and rear bumpers identify suitable parking spaces and detect possible obstacles. When the
parking spot is calculated, the system automatically parks the vehicle without the driver
needing to touch the wheel, only requiring the driver control the pedals and gears.
ENDS
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CONNECTIVITY
• New OnStar services facilitate hotel bookings and parking
• IntelliLink infotainment with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto phone integration
• Bose sound system offers top quality audio for greater listening pleasure
As with its Grand Sport and Sports Tourer siblings, the Insignia Country Tourer is available with
numerous technologies and assistance systems that enable a new level of safety and comfort.
While your smartphone is seamlessly integrated into the vehicle’s infotainment system, it can
also be charged wirelessly thanks to the latest inductive charging technology.
The ground-breaking connectivity and service assistant, Vauxhall OnStar, is also on board,
offering services ranging from automatic crash response to stolen vehicle assistance. A new
concierge service is launched with the all-new Insignia, enabling its occupants to ask OnStar
advisors to select a hotel and proceed to room reservation. Furthermore, up to seven devices
can be connected to the Wi-Fi Hotspot available with OnStar.
Vauxhall OnStar with powerful mobile Wi-Fi Hotspot and comprehensive services
Occupants of the new Insignia Country with OnStar will always be fully connected thanks to the
powerful 4G/LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot to which they can connect all their mobile devices. In addition,
they have access to convenient services such as vehicle diagnostics and destination download.
Vauxhall has extended the OnStar service by offering two features that make their debut in the
new Insignia. The first new addition is OnStar’s Personal Assistant service, where subscribers
can contact OnStar to ask the advisor for hotel recommendations, and subsequently book
suitable accommodation via booking.com.
Supplementing the Personal Assistant service, OnStar will offer a second new feature to reduce
the stress often associated with the search for a suitable parking space. OnStar users can
contact an advisor for directions to the most suitable car park and have the exact location sent
directly to the car’s navigation system.
Phone integration via Android Auto and Apple CarPlay
Making connectivity easier than ever, your smartphone is integrated seamlessly thanks to the
second generation of Vauxhall’s flagship R 4.0 IntelliLink and Navi 900 IntelliLink infotainment
systems compatible with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto.
When it is safe to do so, Apple users are able to make calls, start navigation directions to a
destination with Apple Maps, send and receive messages, and listen to music via Spotify, all
either through the integrated touchscreen or Siri. Android Auto is built around Google Maps,
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Google Now and the ability to talk to Google, as well as a growing audio and messaging app
ecosystem. Vauxhall OnStar also allows up to seven smartphones to be connected to the car’s
powerful 4G/LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot.
The R 4.0 IntelliLink system comes with an intuitive seven-inch colour touchscreen, whereas the
Navi 900 IntelliLink system, with integrated navigation, comes with an eight-inch colour
touchscreen.
Built-in Bluetooth hands-free phone connectivity and audio streaming is available across the
range in the new Insignia. DAB+, enabling better radio selection and reception, is also available
as an option. In addition, Navi 900 IntelliLink not only offers an integrated navigation solution,
but also a high level of personalisation – the home screen and its ‘apps’ can be tailored
according to customer preferences.
Bose sound system for better in car audio
Insignia Country Tourer owners can increase their in-car listening experience further by
choosing the optional Bose sound system. Vauxhall engineers have worked closely with Bose to
ensure that the system delivers top quality sound throughout the new Insignia.
To achieve the impressive sound, the system has eight high-quality speakers, which are all
connected to the digital amplifier with Bose Digital Signal Processing, delivering seven channels
of customised equalisation and Active Sound Management.
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VAUXHALL INSIGNIA COUNTRY TOURER PRESS KIT
TECHNICAL DATA
Engine Information
Engines:

2.0 (170PS)
Turbo D
(Manual)
2.0 (170PS)
Turbo D
4X4
(Manual)
2.0 (170PS)
Turbo D
(Auto)

Capacity

1956cc

2.0 (170PS) Turbo D
(Manual)
2.0 (170PS) Turbo D
4X4 (Manual)
2.0 (170PS) Turbo D
(Auto)

Maxi
mum
Power

170PS
@
3750r
pm

Maximum
Torque

400Nm @
17502500rpm

Configuration

4 cylinders, 4
valves per
cylinder,
double
overhead
camshafts

Fuel/induction
system
Variable
geometry
turbocharger
with
intercooler.
Common rail
fuel injection

Emission
compliance

Service
Interval

Euro 6 with
Diesel
Particulate
Filter

20,000
miles or 1
year
(whicheve
r occurs
sooner)

Bore in mm
83.0

Stroke in mm
83.0

Compression Ration
16.5 : 1

Axle Ratio
3.76:2.77

83.0

83.0

16.5 : 1

3.76:2.77

83.0

83.0

16.5 : 1

3.08

Gear Ratio:

2.0 (170PS)
Turbo D
(Manual)
2.0 (170PS)
Turbo D 4X4
(Manual)
2.0 (170PS)
Turbo D (Auto)

1

2

3

4

5

6

REV

3.92

2.04

1.32

0.95

0.76

0.62

3.75

5.25

3.03

1.95

1.46

1.22

1

4.02
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Performance, Fuel Economy and Emissions:
Wheel
Size
(inches)

Max
Speed
(MPH)

Acceleration
0-62 (Secs)

Urban
Driving
(mpg)

Extra
urban
driving
(mpg)

Combined
Figure
(mpg)

CO2
(g/km)

Manual Models
2.0
18
(170PS)
Turbo D
2.0
18
(170PS)
Turbo D
4X4
Automatic Models
2.0
18
(170PS)
Turbo D

Vehicle
Excise
Duty
1st
Year

Standard
rate

137

8.6

39.8
(7.1)

61.4
(4.6)

51.4 (5.5)

145

£200

£140

135

9.3

44.1
(6.4)

52.3
(5.4)

43.5 (6.5)

172

£800

£140

135

8.8

60.1
(4.7)

56.5
(5.0)

47.1 (6.0)

157

£500

£140
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2.0 (170PS)
Turbo D
(Manual)
2.0 (170PS)
Turbo D
4X4
(Manual)

2.0 (170PS)
Turbo D
(Auto)

Transmiss
ion

Steering

Suspension

Brakes

Six-speed
manual
gearbox
Six-speed
automatic
transmissi
on with
Active
Select
function
Six-speed
manual
gearbox

• Speedsensitive
electric
powerassisted
steering

Front: Independent.
Decoupled
MacPherson struts
with gas-pressure
dampers and coil
springs.
Anti-roll bar

•

• Turning
circle
(kerb-to
kerb):
– 11.15m
(36.6ft.)

Rear: Lightweight
multi-link (FWD - 4link; 4X4 –
5-link) with risingrate mini-block coil
springs and gaspressure dampers.
Anti-roll bar.
FlexRide (Adaptive
Stability
Technology) system
FlexRide offers
drivers the choice of
three distinct driving
modes – Normal
(default setting),
Sport or Tour.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Fuel
Tank
capacity

Switchable
Electronic Stability
Programme (ESP)
Corner brake
control
Straight line stability
control
62 Litres
Hill start assist
(13.6
Anti-lock Braking
Gallons)
System (ABS)
Electronic
brakeforce
distribution
Adaptive brake
lights
Fading brake
support
Rollover mitigation
Drag torque control

Body

Aerodynamic
drag coefficient:
Cd 0.26
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2.0 (170PS)
Turbo D
(Manual)
2.0 (170PS)
Turbo D
4X4
(Manual)
2.0 (170PS)
Turbo D
(Auto)

Kerb
weight incl.
driver
Kg

Permissible
gross
vehicle
weight
Kg

Payload
Kg

Permissible
axle load,
front
rear
Kg

Permissible
roof load
Kg

Trailer
load
unbraked
Kg

Trailer
load
braked at
12%
gradient
Kg

1,633

2,240

607

1,125
1,125

100

750

1,950

1,633

2,240

607

1,125
1,125

100

750

1,950

1,633

2,240

607

1,125
1,125

100

750

1,950
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Exterior Dimensions
Overall length
Wheelbase
Front overhang
Rear overhang
Width (inc. door mirrors)
Width (exc. Door mirrors)
Height (including roof rails)
Track, front (min)
Track, rear (min)

mm
5004
2829
1002
1173
2093
1863
1537
1584
1579

Luggage compartment
dimensions in mm:
Floor length to rear seat backs
Floor length with rear seat
backs folded forward
Max width
Width between wheel arches
Loading height
Max. aperture height
Max. aperture width

mm
1178
2005
1541
1030
794
711
1451

* Rear seats up
Luggage
Capacities
Insignia Country
Tourer

ENDS

Load Volume
(Minimum)*
560

** To roof- rear seats folded
Load Volume
(Maximum)**
1665
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